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STEM -  COLUMN

28.6 PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

US Patent # D687,740

EU Patent # 001695834-001 to 004

Made in Vancouver, Canada

DESCRIPTION

The stem column system comes in unlacquered brass or matte black stem. 

It comes with a 2290mm (90”) long fl exible cable with dial control for on/off/

dimming. There is notch on the back of the dial control for wall mounting.

Individual 28 pendants result from a complex glass blowing technique whereby 

air pressure is intermittently introduced into and then removed from a glass 

matrix which is intermittently heated and then rapidly cooled. The result is 

a distorted spherical shape with a composed collection of imploded inner 

shapes, one of which acts as a shade for the light source.

Standard 28s are made with clear glass exterior spheres and milk white 

interior lamp holder cavities. 28s are possible with infi nite versatility in colour 

compositions, sizes and shapes.

NOTES

+ Purchase replacement lamps online at www.bocci.com/shop/bulbs

+ Details on minimum/maximum height, please see column confi gurations 

diagram on the last page of this document.

+ The brass used in our Stem Series is untreated and, as such, will 
develop a natural patina over time. To avoid any marking or tarnish 
on the brass during handling and installation, please use the gloves 
provided in your shipment.

PENDANTS: six

LAMPING: 1.5w LED

POLE LENGTH 2.4m (8’) / 2.7m (9’) /3m (10’)

ADDITIONAL 

EXTENDERS
153mm (6”) / 305mm (12”)

MATERIALS: blown glass, black fl exible cord, brass dial control, 

unlacquered brass or matte black stem

WEIGHT: approximately 8.3kg (18lb) ./ 8.7kg (19lb) / 9kg (20lb)

CABLE LENGTH 2290mm (90”) fl exible cable

POWER SUPPLIES: integral

approx 9kg (20lb)
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Push this end into the stem 

holder. The spike must rest 

inside the indentation. 

Position the opposite end 

to the stem holder that is 

located on the fl oor.

Clean fi ngerprints from fi xture 

surfaces.

Thread the pendant mounting 

plate onto the stem.

Carefully insert provided lamp 

into socket. 

Plug in the cord to the plug 

head.

Plug in light. Turn the dial 

to check power to lamp is 

working correctly.

The end opposite to the cord 

has a spring loaded spike.

Unthread the spike to add 

or remove springs to adjust 

tension or range to the fi xture.

Gently thread pendant onto 

the stem. Be sure to carefully 

place the pendant so as not 

to damage the lamp during 

installation.

Clean fi ngerprints.

There are 2 x stem holders. 

Install one to the ceiling and 

one to the fl oor.

You must secure the ceiling 

stem holder with provided 

screws.

i. Peal off the adhesive 

silicone pad and attach to the 

holder base.

ii. Position the stem holder 

to the ceiling and secure with 

screws.

Repeat steps for the 

fl oor stem holder. Bocci 

recommends securing the 

fl oor stem holder to the fl oor 

for additional support. 

Thread the stem spikes onto 

the assembled stem on both 

ends.

Connect the rest of the pieces 

with the stem connector. 

Note: This step is only necessary 

for 2.7m (9’) and 3m (10’) stem 

options.

Note: Bocci recommends wearing 

thin gloves during installation to 

protect the stem fi nish and the 

glass surface. 
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ceiling height

20 
(0.78”) 
above

40 
(1.6”) 
below
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stem body

same length for 

3 or 6 pendant 

columns short extender

153 (6”)

This diagram is meant to illustrate 

the extender combinations for the 

columnar stem fi xtures.

long extender

305 (12”)

spring spike

fi xed spike/

plug assembly europe@bocci.com
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no extenders

3 or 6 pendant stem

2550 (100.4”) max

2430 (95.7”) min

2700 (106.3”) max

2580 (101.6”) min

1 short extender

3 or 6 pendant stem

3010 (118.5”) max

2890 (113.8”) min

1 short extender

1 long extender

3 or 6 pendant stem

3160 (124.4”) max

3040 (119.7”) min

2 long extenders

3 or 6 pendant stem

2860 (112.6”) max

2740 (107.9”) min

2 short extenders

3 or 6 pendant stem
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